The Easy Bar® Lubricator insertion tool provides a much-needed safety zone between the lubrication technician and the hostile temperature of the kiln. Use the insertion tool to safely apply Easy Bar® with Almasol® lubricant bars into the filler bar gaps when they cannot be inserted by hand.

The Easy Bar Lubricator insertion tool is 5 feet in length and has a flexible neck that can be easily angled for swift application of lubricant bars. The lightweight insertion tool is specifically designed to firmly hold the bars without interfering with their release. Simply slide the push knob, and the lubricant bar quickly glides into the filler bar gaps, effectively reducing application time to under one minute per pier, per week.

**How to Apply Easy Bar with Almasol**

Before inserting an Easy Bar lubricant bar, the kiln should be at an operating temperature of at least 52°C (125°F). Once the kiln is at operating temperature, manually place one bar every quarter revolution between filler bars or pads at the 5 or 7 o'clock positions. Application should be made on the “uphill” side flush with the tire or riding ring for proper lubrication.